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Across 

1.    The name of the restaurant where Madison  
       Brown dines one night a week is ______'s.  
5.    Madison Brown says, "There's a kind (of baby  
       bootie) you advertise. I believe you call them  
       Winky _______."  
6.    Eddie Albert also played the part of Oliver  
       Wendell Douglas in the television series  
       "Green _____" that ran from 1965 til 1971.  
9.    Every Girl Should Be Married was this  
       studio's biggest hit for the year1948.  
10.  Madison hits one of these in the gym to  
       get exercise (two words)  
14.  Another Cary Grant film (1938) where  
       Cary's character is pursued relentlessly by  
       a leading lady who has marriage in mind.  
16.  This is how many children Cary Grant and  
       Betsy Drake had  
17.  Betsy's character is an employee at Roger  
       _______'s Department Store.  
18.  Dr. Madison Brown specializes in this  
       branch of medicine, a branch of medicine,  
       one that deals with the development, care,  
       and diseases of children  
19.  To pursue obsessively and to the point of  
       harassment  
20.  The part of Anabel ____ was played by Betsy  
       Drake.  

 

Down 

2.    Anabel goes to see Doctor Brown because  
       she's experiencing "________", not realizing  
       that he's a baby doctor; prolonged and  
       usually abnormal inability to obtain  
       adequate sleep.  
3.    Anabel's boyfriend from back home's 
        nickname was "Old ___"  
4.    Anabel and Madison first meet when they  
       both reach for a copy of this magazine  
        (two words)  
7.    Betsy Drake also played the part of Anna  
       Rose in this 1952 Cary Grant movie (four  
       words)  
8.    Cary Grant and Betsy Drake met on this  
       ship while returning from England to the  
       United States in 1947. (two words)  
11.  Betsy Drake was married to __________  
       from 1949 to 1962. (two words)  
12.  Cary Grant and Betsy Drake were  
       married on ________ Day in 1949.  
13.  Franchot Tone also played the part of  
       Terry Moore in this 1936 Cary Grant movie  
15.  The article of baby clothing that Dr.  
       Madison Brown is shopping for in the  
       department store where Anabel works.  
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